
On what skills would you like more instruction?

Strategy 

Just a beginner so pretty much everything!

Ground stroke and lobbing

How to play at the 4.0 -4.5 level,  strategies etc

Refreshing of skills, beginning skills.  

Everything 

all- I'm just a novice.

As a new player, new to the area, I really enjoyed the classes.

Around the post.  Ernies  

Advanced strategies, shot selection and shot setups. 

All skills, but including footwork, positioning, anticipating next shots.

Serving backhand for when my forehand serve goes to shit.

New doubles strategy

As a new player, learning and improving skills would be great. 

  Playing close to the net is a new experience for me 

and really not comfortable knowing how to play that area.

all of them!!!

Strategy of game 

All shots and when best used 

Court position

Positioning, shot placement and selection, doubles strategy, singles 

strategy, shot setups, lanes and strategies.

Dinking , vollying , court position

none

All skills from 3.5 to 4.0 level.

Blocking, neutralizing the banger, strategy on where to place the ball.

Court strategy for doubles play.

Level 3.o-3.5 general

Moving up from 3.5 to 4.0

lobs and overhead smash.  Dealing with bangers

Mentor type programs, evaluation of my actual play

3.0.  3.5

Drinking strategies and 3rd shot drop.

4.0, 4.5, 5.0

Serving and placement 

Returning drop shots 

Safe turns to avoid backing up  

Returning center line slams

Strategy

Net positioning and play; 

I'm very new so I need instruction on all skills.

Just about anything that would improve my game



All

My serving could use improvement 

Everything- including looking for my bad habits.  I actually had a 

woman tell me something

 I was doing wrong which never occurred to me before. 

 She was very diplomatic about it. I appreciated her input.  

I know this is all by volunteers.  I have not been able to get instruction 

on the skill level I need because it's always a lottery, 

If I am not picked on one of the two days that I can only play, then

 I have to wait until the next session and it happens again.   

 I am coordinator for another club and not everyone can take over for 

me. 

 I run a computer for the game.  If no one that is trained on it can take 

over for me, 

for the weeks I have to commit to PB, then I cannot ever get any 

instruction. 

 Maybe there could be a waitlist for people who have tried 2 or 3 

times to sign up 

 and/or can only play on a certain day because they are committed 

to running another club or have an ongoing medical appointment on a 

given day. 

  I am not talking about someone who just wants to play in a club 

or could have someone easily take over. 

 I, for one, only have two people that can run the computer besides 

myself. 

 If they have vacation commitments or go North in the summer, then I 

am the only one running things.    

Just food for thought.  Thank you for volunteering!

I like when we get to play and coaches are at each court to critique us. 

Very helpful.

Return of serve 

Backhand shots 

Game strategy.

Beginners to intermediate 

Strategy,  

Ball control, and placement 

I started as a beginner, and loved the beginner class. It would be nice 

for it to have a beginning & end with a few full games.   

Then, a get-together for that beginners class, so we can get to know 

each other & develop teams!  

Strategies for setting up more advanced shots

Moving up from 2.5 to 3.0 & then 3.5 certification 



It seems we get on the court and dink a bit and start play.  It would be 

nice to have an informal skill session

 where you would have a dedicated hour or so to practice a particular 

skill with an instructor/mentor on the court/

 or one instructor to two courts or a lead person to say we are taking 

this hour to practice

 I.e. serving, and the players  on the court do nothing but practice 

serving.....in other words 

this would be a dedication hour/ 45 minutes to practice.(15 min for 

instruction of what and how to practice)....just an idea.

Special clinics could be held daily Mon.- Fri. in the evening or late 

afternoon.  

Each day would be a different clinic (the same each week).  

Mon.- dinking, Tues.- drop shot, Wed.- lob and return of lob, Thurs.- 

top spin drive, Fri.- Back spin shot. 

Those are just ideas I tossed out.  Could do serve and return of 

serve.... 

 

Something to think about, Craig

strategy

About all of them

Most everything!

Dingy  

Serving the ball 

 

I really enjoyed Ila's Wed. drill sessions. Very informative, very 

organized, and a huge attendance.  So many good ideas and practical 

uses.

All of it.   Im a beginner.  Would love to find walls to practice on by 

myself. 

Game play skills involving proper position and shot selection in given 

situations.

I may participate at the later times if that was the only thing to fit into 

my schedule. Not likely with a commitment or on a regular basis.

dinking, backhand, placement

Liked the Wed drill and play sessions.

I'm a strong 3.0 maybe 3.5 but I dont think there is any instruction for 

me.  I've been doing drills twice a week with a group of 4 

but it not as productive as it could be.  It would be nice if there was a 

time when 5.0 players 

or good coach type players would what play and provide feedback on 

areas to improve on.  

Similar to what a organized team coach would do.  I'd be willing to do 

that for lower level players.

Everything! But strategy mostly.


